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INTRODUCTION

Disasters and the emergency response thereto often result in the use of
local government personnel and resources and the loss of government-
owned property which exhausts local government resources and for which
no federal funds are available.  In that event, the State of Ohio can offer
some financial assistance to those political subdivisions and eligible
private-non-profit organizations (PNP’s) (herein, will be referred to as
“applicant”) which meet the eligibility criterion set forth in this manual.
Funding can be requested from the Ohio Emergency Management
Agency’s (Ohio EMA) State Disaster Relief Program.

It is important to note that these funds are intended to SUPPLEMENT
NOT SUPPLANT local government resources.  Applicants must
demonstrate, through locally approved budgets, what continuation level of
expenditures for emergency response and recovery are anticipated, and
that the maintenance of that effort will be accomplished.  Emergency
assistance funds may be denied by Ohio EMA if the applicant has not or is
unable to document responsible, self-help actions through the use of local
appropriations realistically budgeted for emergency purposes.

State disaster relief assistance is limited to reimbursement of 50 percent of
eligible costs for snow emergencies and 75 percent of eligible costs for
other natural disasters.

If you have any questions regarding this application packet or the State
Disaster Relief Program, please contact the Disaster Recovery Branch at
(614) 889-7160.

I. LETTER OF INTENT AND ATTACHMENTS

Within fourteen (14) days of the date of the local emergency
declaration, a letter must be sent to Ohio EMA giving notice that an
applicant intends to apply for reimbursement from the State Disaster
Relief  Program.  The letter should include only minimal, preliminary
information, with the understanding that further details will be
provided at a later date.  The letter should also state the name and
address of a point of contact for all matters related to the request and
should be addressed to the following:

LETTER OF
INTENT 
TO OHIO
EMA 
WITHIN
14 DAYS
OF THE 
LOCAL 
DECLARA-
TION.
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Executive Director
Ohio Emergency Management Agency
2855 W. Dublin-Granville Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43235

See, Appendix 1 for example.

Attachments to Letter of Intent

A. A copy of the emergency declaration by the chief executive 
officer(s) of the political subdivision.  The emergency declaration 
should be executed within a short period of time following the 
disaster.  (Emergency declarations executed after-the-fact, for the 
sole purpose of requesting state emergency purposes funds are not 
acceptable.)  NOTE: For PNP’s, attach a copy of the emergency 
declaration for the political subdivision in which it is located.

B. A copy of the initial damage assessment.  See, Ohio Emergency
Management Agency publication, “Natural Disaster Damage
Assessment Guide for Local Governments” for further information
and timeframes.  This information should be submitted on Form
AGN-0035, “Ohio Emergency Management Agency Damage &
Needs Assessment”.  This information will be updated and
modified throughout the State Disaster Relief Program application
process.  If more information is required on Damage Assessment,
contact the County EMA.

C. Site Lists: Each applicant must submit site lists (see Appendix 2
for sample and format that must be used) detailing damage
description, scope of work to be completed and estimate to make
repairs (not required for snow emergencies). 

D. FOR SNOW EMERGENCIES ONLY.  A copy of the 
Governor’s Proclamation declaring a state of emergency that 
includes the applicant.

II. ELIGIBILITY

A. Applicants

1. Political Subdivisions - Counties, townships, or municipal 
corporations within this state.  See, Revised Code Section 
5502.21 (M) also, Definitions, Appendix 11.

ADDRESS TO 
OHIO EMA

ATTACHMENTS

A ) COPY OF
EMERGENCY
DECLARATION

B) COPY OF
INITIAL DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT

C) SITE LISTS

D) SNOW ONLY
COPY OF
GOVERNOR’S
DECLARATION

DO I QUALIFY?

1) POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS
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2. Private Non Profit Organizations - Any educational, utility,
emergency, irrigation, medical, or custodial care facility,
including a facility for the aged or disabled, and other facility
providing health and safety-type services to the general public.
See, Definitions Section, Appendix 11.

3. Political Sub-Division’s or PNP’s Providing Mutual Aid – A
political sub-division/PNP which provides mutual aid to the
applicant, which has declared an emergency, may be eligible
for funding from the State Disaster Relief Program under the
following circumstances:

a) If there is a written mutual aid agreement in effect between
political sub-divisions or PNP’s which provides for
reimbursement of costs, the reimbursements are eligible
costs for the applicant under the State Disaster Relief
Program;

b) If there is a written mutual aid agreement in effect prior to
the emergency which does not provide for reimbursement
of costs, or there is no written mutual aid agreement in
effect prior to the emergency, those costs incurred by the
responding political sub-division or PNP in assisting the
applicant are eligible, so long as all other eligibility criteria
of the State Disaster Relief Program have been met by the
responding political sub-division or PNP;

For these cases, the application packet should be prepared
and submitted by the responding political sub-division or
PNP.

NOTE: In the event a presidential declaration is sought
and received for the effected entity, mutual aid costs may
not be eligible for reimbursement from the federal
government.

4. National Flood Insurance Program Participation (Flood
Emergency Only) - Applicants that are not participating in
or that are not complying with the provisions of the National
Flood Insurance Program are NOT eligible to apply for
reimbursement of emergency response costs from the State
Disaster Relief Program. (Ohio Revised Code Section 1521.14.
Such participation or compliance must be effective at the time
of the application to Ohio EMA. See, Appendix 3.

2) PNP’S

3) MUTUAL AID

a) MUTUAL
AID
REQUIRING
REIMBURSE-
MENT

b) MUTUAL
AID NOT
REQUIRING
REIMBURSE-
MENT, OR NO
MUTUAL AID
AGREEMENT

UNDER b) THOSE
ENTITIES
PROVIDING
MUTUAL AID
MUST SUBMIT
THEIR OWN
APPLICATION
PACKET

4) NFIP
REQUIREMENTS
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NOTE: For PNP applicants, the political subdivision in which 
it is located must be a participant in or be compliant with 
the provisions of the NFIP.

5. Alternate Funding Sources - Applicant must demonstrate the
efforts taken to locate alternate or additional funding sources.
Following receipt of applicant’s Letter of Intent, Ohio EMA,
Disaster Recovery Branch (DRB), will contact the following
agencies on behalf of the applicant to ascertain whether there is
funding available.  DRB will then advise the applicant, through
the point of contact included in the letter of intent, within seven
(7) days, of the results of their inquiry and the next step that the
applicant must pursue. NOTE:  This is only the initial contact.
Official application process is the applicant’s responsibility.
Within the Narrative Letter (See, III., A. below), each applicant
must demonstrate a good faith effort to pursue these other
funding sources.  See, Appendix 4.

Ohio Public Works Commission (OPWC) – An applicant
should only contact OPWC if there are projects that have an
immediate impact on the jurisdiction, i.e. road closed that is an
emergency or school route.  Assistance for routine repairs
(ditching, replacing road surface) should not be directed to
OPWC
Ohio Department of Development
Ohio Water Development Authority (OWDA)

B. Costs - Applicants should refer to Appendix 5 for details regarding
eligible costs for snow emergencies and to Appendix 6 for details
regarding eligible costs for other natural disaster emergencies.
Eligibility of costs not specifically addressed in these procedures
(appendices) will be based on criteria of the FEMA Public
Assistance Program.

III.SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS TO APPLICATION 

Within two (2) months of the date of declaration for a snow emergency or
within six (6) months of the date of a declaration for all other natural
disasters, a Final Request Packet must be submitted to the Ohio
Emergency Management Agency.  That Final Request Packet must
include the following information and supporting documentation:

A. Narrative Letter - The narrative letter should be addressed to the
Executive Director, Ohio EMA, and shall include the following
information:  See, Appendix 7 for an example.

5) ALTERNATE
FUNDING
SOURCES

OHIO EMA
INITIAL 
CONTACT TO
OPWC, DOD,
OWDA

APPLICANT
COMPLETES
NECESSARY
APPLICATION

WHAT TYPE
OF COSTS
QUALIFY?

WHAT DO I TURN
IN?

A) NARRATIVE 
LETTER
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1. Description of disaster – Applicant must provide additional
detail about the disaster, including the period of the emergency
declaration, the local resources utilized, other disasters which
have occurred over the past one year period, and any other
relevant information.

2. Point of contact - Applicant must include a local point of 
contact for their request.  This person should be the individual 
who is most familiar with the documentation of costs and the 
type of work that was completed to respond/recover. The point 
of contact may or may not be the same as identified in the 
Letter of Intent.

3. Alternate funding - Applicant must include certification of 
other sources of funding received or pursued.  As explained in 
Section II, A, 5, DRB will make the initial contact to other 
applicable agencies.  If funding may be available through these

sources, it is the applicants’ responsibility to apply to these 
agencies.  Proof that the applicant pursued these other funding 
sources and if applicable, received funding, must be included

in this narrative letter.

If funding is received, applicant must include in their 
packet, from whom, how much, and for what those funds were 
utilized.

B. Local Budget Impact - Applicant must provide a copy of the local
budget for the fiscal year in which the emergency occurred. (A
combined statement of funds is sufficient documentation.)
Applicant must identify specific areas of its budget which have
been or will continue to be impacted by the response to the
disaster.  Applicant must also provide a statement explaining the
impact of unexpected costs and the ability of the applicant to
continue to meet financial obligations related to the health and
safety of its citizens.  NOTE: Eligible costs totaling less than ½ of
1% of the applicant’s total usable budget will not be considered for
reimbursement.  Expenditures from bond proceeds are excluded
from that amount.

C. Current IRS Form W-9 - Applicant must provide this form in the 
Final Request Packet. A state warrant cannot be processed nor 
issued without this completed form.

 

1) DESCRIPTION
OF THE 
DISASTER 

2)POINT OF
  CONTACT

     

3) ALTERNATE
FUNDING
INFORMATION

B) COPY OF 
BUDGET AND
IMPACT
STATEMENT

NOTE:
IMPACT OF LESS
THAN ½ of 1%
WILL NOT BE
CONSIDERED

C) CURRENT W-9
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D. Documentation of Costs - Applicant must provide itemized details
of all costs submitted in the Final Request Packet.  Eligible costs
must be divided into the following categories: 1) Labor costs, 2)
force account equipment costs, 3) material costs, 4) rented
equipment, and 5) contract costs.  These categories should be
grouped by department or function, i.e., Police or Fire Department
costs, debris removal, road repairs, etc.  See, example record forms
in Appendix 8.  The State Disaster Relief Program cannot
reimburse an applicant for un- documented costs.  Applicants do
not need to submit invoices, vouchers, or any other type of back
up documentation.  The forms have an area at the bottom to certify
that the information included is true and accurate.

E. Insurance Requirements - Applicant must disclose any insurance
proceeds which were available for the losses experienced or the
costs claimed.  Briefly, any insurance proceeds received by the
applicant will be set off against any amount requested from the
State Disaster Relief Program.  Ohio EMA has the discretion to
require the applicant to purchase and maintain adequate insurance
to cover losses from future disasters.  For additional details and to
assure compliance, See, Appendix 3.

F. Mutual Aid – If the application packet includes mutual aid costs,
the applicant should include a copy the agreement, if a written
agreement exists.

IV. TIME EXTENSIONS

Applicant may be granted a one-time 45-day time extension in which
to submit a Final Request Packet.  Requests for the extension must be
submitted to the Executive Director, in writing, at least 14 days prior
to the end of the 6-month or 2-month period of time for submittal of
the Packet.  The letter should indicate the justification for the request
and a date-certain for submittal of the Final Request Packet.

V. AUDITS AND RECORDS RETENTION

All records, including the Final Request Packet and all supporting 
documentation (invoices, vouchers, etc.), shall be maintained by the
applicant for a minimum of three (3) years after receipt of
reimbursement.  The Auditor of State will be notified of State Disaster
Relief funds provided to applicants.  If an audit reveals inappropriate
use of state funds or if documentation is not available to justify
expenditure of the state funds, the Attorney General’s Office will be
notified and recoupment proceedings may be initiated.

D) DOCUMENTA-
TION OF COSTS

E) INFORMATION
ON INSURANCE,
IF APPLICABLE

F) INFORMATION
ON MUTUAL AID,
IF APPLICABLE

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

TIME 
EXTENSIONS-
ONE-TIME
45-DAY

AUDITS-
MAINTAIN
DOCUMENTS FOR
3 YEARS
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VI. OHIO EMA AUTHORITY

All Ohio EMA decisions regarding program eligibility, allowable
costs and amount to be reimbursed are final.

VII. OHIO TASK FORCE 1

Ohio EMA will reimburse the sponsoring organization of the Urban
Search and Rescue Task Force 1 (US&R) in accordance with
Appendix 10 of this document.

Eligible applicants to the SDRP who utilize the services and assets of
the US&R for locally declared events may be reimbursed in
accordance with the Mutual Aid Policy of this document or as a
reasonable contract cost, whichever is applicable.

AUTHORITY

OHIO TASK
FORCE 1



APPENDIX 1

SAMPLE LETTER OF INTENT

Executive Director
Ohio Emergency Management Agency
2855 West Dublin Granville Road
Columbus, Ohio  43235-2206

Dear                             :

The (Village/City/Township/County/PNP) intends to request supplemental financial
assistance for damage caused by the (disaster type) on (date), from the State Disaster Relief
Program.

We have designated (name of individual, title) to be the contact person for (name of
applicant) in all matters pertaining to this request.  This individual will ensure that all required
information is sent to the Ohio Emergency Management Agency within the required time frames
and may be reached at (phone number).

We declared an emergency on (date).  A copy of our declaration of emergency is
included with this letter.  A copy of our Initial Damage Assessment is also included for your
information.

SIGNATURE

(Chief Executive Officer)

8



DAMAGE ASSESSMENT SITE ESTIMATE
APPENDIX 2

Sheet ______ of ______ Sheets

COUNTY NAME OF APPLICANT NAME OF LOCAL CONTACT PHONE NUMBER

KEY FOR DAMAGE CATEGORY (Use appropriate letters in the "category" blocks below)

a. DEBRIS REMOVAL d. WATER CONTROL FACILITIES g. FACILITIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
b. PROTECTIVE MEASURES e. PUBLIC BUILDINGS h. PRIVATE NON-PROFIT
c. ROADS AND BRIDGES f. PUBLIC UTILITIES i. PUBLIC RECREATION
SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)

GORY

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)
GORY

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)
GORY

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)
GORY

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

PART I - APPLICANT INFORMATION

PART II - SITE INFORMATION
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DAMAGE ASSESSMENT SITE ESTIMATE
APPENDIX  2

Sheet ______ of ______ Sheets

COUNTY NAME OF APPLICANT NAME OF LOCAL CONTACT PHONE NUMBER

Scioto Washington Township James Smith (740) 444-4444

KEY FOR DAMAGE CATEGORY (Use appropriate letters in the "category" blocks below)

a. DEBRIS REMOVAL d. WATER CONTROL FACILITIES g. FACILITIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
b. PROTECTIVE MEASURES e. PUBLIC BUILDINGS h. PRIVATE NON-PROFIT
c. ROADS AND BRIDGES f. PUBLIC UTILITIES i. PUBLIC RECREATION
SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)

GORY
1 A Township Wide
DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

Flood waters/high winds deposited woody materials, other debris on Township roads and along the right-of-way.  Debris
removed by combination of contract and force account work. Estimate of 500 cy of woody material removed.  Contract cost $2,000;
Force Account Expenses $3,000.

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

5 Township roads temporarily closed by debris 100% $5,000
SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)

GORY
2 B Township Wide
DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

High water required deployment of emergency assets (fire/police) to place high water/road closure signs, evacuate citizens
and conduct search and rescue operations.  Work completed by force account.  Labor $2,500; Equipment $3,000; 
Materials $250 (new signs).

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

5 Township roads temporarily closed 100% $5,750
SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)

GORY
3 C Township Road 23
DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

Floodwaters washed out culverts, berms and gravel surface.  Culverts (2): 24 in x 40 ft  ($1,200) and 30 in x 30 ft ($1,080),
Berm: 0.5 miles ($1,300), and Gravel Surface: 3 sites, 700 ft x 18 ft x 6 ft ($3,000).

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE

Road closed two days for culvert placement 50% $6,580
SITE NO. CATE- LOCATION (Use map location, address, etc.)

GORY
4 C Township Road 48
DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE

Floodwaters filled maintained ditches and washed out chip and seal surface.  Ditching: 0.3 miles ($800), and Chip and Seal: 3 sites, 
300 ft x 18 ft ($1,000).

IMPACT: % COMPLETE COST ESTIMATE
Road surface degraded at 4 sites 0% $1,800

PART I - APPLICANT INFORMATION

PART II - SITE INFORMATION
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APPENDIX 3

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL

1. Actual or anticipated insurance recoveries will be deducted from eligible costs.

2. Purchase of insurance is not required when the total loss is less than $5,000 (only
insurable items such as buildings and equipment).

3. When insurance is required as a condition of approval, the applicant must provide the
State with acceptable assurances that the applicant, at a minimum, has or obtains, and maintains
insurance for the amount of loss.

4. No reimbursement can be provided for damage to a facility for which assistance was
previously received unless insurance was obtained and maintained as required.

FLOOD INSURANCE

Where a building damaged by flooding is located in a special flood hazard area, and such
building and its contents are not fully covered by flood insurance, reimbursement of eligible
costs is reduced.  The amount of the reduction is the value of the building immediately prior to
the damage, or the maximum amount of the insurance proceeds which were received had the
building and its contents been covered by a standard flood insurance policy, whichever is less.

The State will require flood insurance for flood-damaged buildings located outside the base
floodplain which such insurance is reasonably available, adequate and necessary.
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APPENDIX 5

SNOW EMERGENCY

ELIGIBLE ITEMS

LABOR COSTS - OVERTIME ONLY

1. Plow operator(s)
2. Dispatcher(s) directing operations
3. Other - applicant must include policy that requires for more than one operator at a

time operating equipment (i.e., one road worker operating snow plow with second
operator accompanying for safety purposes). This policy must have been in effect
prior to the event.

EQUIPMENT COSTS - Reimbursement will be based on the most current Federal Emergency
Management Agency schedule of equipment rates. See, Appendix 9.

1. Plow equipment (total hours)
2. Police escort, if required (total vehicle hours)
3. Equipment rented for snow removal, if cost is borne by the applicant.
4. Emergency towing of snow removal equipment only.

For each hour a piece of equipment is operated an hour of labor must be identified.  List all labor
hours (regular and overtime) associated with equipment usage, even though regular time will not
be reimbursed.

MATERIALS COSTS - Reimbursement for cost of materials used during the eligibility period to
ensure safety of travel (salt, sand, cinders, grit, etc.), will be based on reasonable use (i.e.,
approximately 2 tons of a particular material, per vehicle, per hour).

INCIDENT PERIOD - Costs may be submitted as eligible for reimbursement from the period
beginning at 12:01 am on the first day of the Governor’s declaration of emergency and ending at
midnight the day the Governor’s emergency order is lifted.  See, Definitions, Appendix 11. 

INELIGIBLE ITEMS

1. Regular time labor.

2. Traffic control costs (labor and vehicles)

3. Consequential damages to road surfaces, curbing, fire hydrants, guard rails, or other 
highway facilities and vehicles in roadway.

4. Search and rescue and other similar emergency measures.

13



APPENDIX 6

OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS

ELIGIBLE ITEMS

LABOR COSTS-OVERTIME OR CALL-IN TIME ONLY

1. Response personnel (police, fire, EMS, EMA, etc.)
2. Recovery personnel (public works, road department, etc.)

EQUIPMENT COSTS - Reimbursement will be based on the most current Federal Emergency
Management Agency schedule of equipment rates. See, Appendix 9.

1. Police vehicles, fire equipment used in response.
2. Dump trucks, graders, etc., used in recovery.
3. Rented equipment used in recovery efforts, if cost is borne by the applicant.
4. Equipment damaged during life saving activities.

For each hour a piece of equipment is operated an hour of labor must be identified.  List all labor
hours (regular and overtime) associated with equipment usage, even though regular time will not
be reimbursed.

MATERIALS COSTS - Cost of materials and supplies used in the response/recovery (from
stock, or purchased during the emergency).

CONTRACT WORK – Response/recovery activities accomplished by private enterprise through
standard or emergency contractual procedures.

CAPITAL PROJECTS – These items will be addressed on a case by case basis with repair costs
for the structure being the first option for reimbursement.  Replacement costs will not be fully
covered for structures with pre-existing damage or deferred maintenance. 

INCIDENT PERIOD – Reimbursement for response activities will be limited to the incident
period as identified in the applicant’s Letter of Intent.  Recovery work eligible for
reimbursement must be completed within six months of the incident, however, exceptions can be
made for large capital projects.

INELIGIBLE ITEMS 

1. Regular time labor.

2. Consequential damages to road surfaces, curbing, fire hydrants, guard rails, or other 
highway facilities and vehicles.

3. Equipment damaged or destroyed during response/recovery.
14



APPENDIX 7

SAMPLE NARRATIVE LETTER

Executive Director
Ohio Emergency Management Agency
2855 West Dublin Granville Road
Columbus, Ohio  43235

Dear                             :

On June 2, 1997, Franklin Township, Belmont County, was affected by a severe rain storm.
Over 6” of rain fell in the County within 24 hours resulting in flooded roadway and scattered
debris.  County and Township crews responded to the event by removing debris from roadways
and doing emergency work on damaged roads.  Dispatchers from the local police department
worked around the clock directing response personnel to high risk areas, such as washed out
roadways and locations where barricades needed to be placed.  The emergency declaration was
lifted on June 7, 1997.  Our Township crews have completed repairs on washed out berms and
culverts and have disposed of all debris.  We contracted work to a local company to repair one
large culvert because our Township does not own the necessary equipment.

In January of this year, our Township was also affected by a large snow storm.  Nearly 50%
of our snow removal budget was utilized to recover from that event but no additional assistance
was requested.

We were informed through our local EMA Director and the Response and Recovery
Branch, Ohio EMA, that the Ohio Public Works Commission may have funding available to help
our Township recover from this event.  We contacted our District Representative and explained
to her the work we needed to do.  She was unable to offer any assistance to us.  We also
contacted the Department of Development, but they were also unable to offer any assistance.

Enclosed is all information necessary to complete our Final Request Packet.  If you have
any questions, please contact Jane Smith, Township Clerk at (614) 888-8888 wk or (614) 777-
7777 hm.

Sincerely,

                        , President of Trustees
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APPENDIX 8

Force Account Labor Summary Record Instructions

Force account is the term to refer to your own personnel and equipment.  Keep the following points in
mind when compiling force account labor information:

¾ Record regular and overtime hours separately.
¾ Record the benefits separately for regular and overtime hours.  Most overtime hours include fewer

benefits than regular hours.
¾ Attach a Fringe Benefits Rate Sheet giving a breakdown of what is included in your benefits, by

percentages, i.e., social security-15.2%, worker’s compensation-4.3%, insurance-18.5%, etc.  You can
use an average rate if you have different benefit rates for different employees.

Complete the Record as follows:

¾ Heading:
¾ Applicant Name: Enter your organization’s name.
¾ FIPS #: Enter the computer tracking number that FEMA assigns to your organization.  This is

also referred to as your PA-ID number.  Your PAC can tell you what it is if you don’t know it.
¾ Disaster Number: Enter the declaration number for this disaster here.  The PAC can tell you

what it is if you don’t know it.
¾ Project Number: Enter your project number (PW number).
¾ Employee Name: Enter the names of each employee who worked on the project (please remember to

include trustees, if applicable, even though reimbursement of their hourly rate is not eligible).
¾ Title/Occupation: Enter the title or occupation of each employee who worked on the project.
¾ REG: Enter the regular hours that each employee worked on the project.
¾ OT: Enter the overtime hours that each employee worked on the project.  REMINDER: Only

overtime is eligible for reimbursement for emergency work.  Record both regular and overtime
hours, so that personnel hours can be compared with equipment use hours, if necessary.

¾ Total HR: Total the hours for each employee and enter the result in this block.
¾ Rate/Hr: Enter each employee’s hourly rate.
¾ Benefits/Hr: Enter each employees hourly benefit rate.  There should be different percentages for

benefits pertaining to regular and overtime wages.
¾ Total Rate/Hr: Add the employee’s hourly rate in the Rate/Hr block and the hourly benefits rate in

the Benefits/Hr block and enter the result here.
¾ Total Cost: Multiply the entries in the Total Hr and Total Rate/Hr blocks and enter the result here.
¾ Total Cost for Force Account Labor Regular Time: Add the entries in the Total Cost, REG block

for each employee and enter the results here.
¾ Total Cost for Force Account Labor Overtime: Add the entries in the Total Cost, OT block for

each employee and enter the results here.
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APPENDIX 8

Fringe Benefit Rate Sheet Instructions

Fringe Benefit Calculations
Fringe benefits for force account labor is eligible.  Except in extremely unusual cases, fringe benefits for
overtime will be significantly less than regular time.

The following steps will assist you in calculating the percentage of fringe benefits paid on an employee’s
salary.  Note items and percentages will vary from one entity to another.
1. The normal year consists of 2080 hours (52 weeks x 5 workdays/week x 8 hours/day).  This does not

include holidays and vacations.
2. Determine the employee’s basic hourly pay rate (annual salary/2080 hours).
3. Fringe benefit percentage for vacation time: Divide the number of hours of annual vacation time

provided to the employee by 2080 (80 hours (2 weeks)/2080 = 3.85%).
4. Fringe benefit percentage for paid holidays: Divide the number of paid holiday hours by 2080 (64

hours (8 holidays)/2080 = 3.07%).
5. Retirement pay: Because this measure varies widely, use only the percentage of salary matched by the

employer.
6. Social Security and Unemployment Insurance: Both are standard percentages of salary.
7. Insurance: this benefit varies by employee.  Divide the amount paid by the local government by the

basic pay rate determined in Step 2.
8. Worker’s Compensation: this benefit also varies by employee.  Divide the amount paid by the local

government by the basic pay rate determined in Step 2.  Use the rate per $100 to determine the correct
percentage.

Note: Typically, you should not be charging the same rate for regular time and overtime.  Generally, only
FICA (Social Security) is eligible for overtime; however, some entities may charge retirement tax on all
income.

Sample Rates
Although some rates may differ greatly between organizations due to their particular experiences, the
table below provides some general guidelines that can be used as a reasonableness test to review
submitted claims.  These rates are based on experience in developing fringe rates for several state
departments, the default rate is that used for the state of Florida, following Hurricane Andrew (August
1992) and the review of several FEMA claims.  The rates presented are determined using the gross wage
method applicable to the personnel hourly rate (PHR) method.  The net available hours method would
result in higher rates.
Paid Fringe Benefits
HCA Matching 7.65% (or slightly less)
Retirement – Regular 17.00% (or less)
Retirement – Special Risk 25.00% (or slightly more)
Health Insurance 12.00% (or less)
Life and Disability Insurance 1.00% (or less)
Worker’s Compensation 3.00% (or less)
Unemployment Insurance 0.25% (or less)
Leave Fringe Benefits
Accrued Annual Leave 7.00% (or less)
Sick Leave 4.00% (or less)
Administrative Leave 0.50% (or less)
Holiday Leave 4.00% (or less)
Compensatory Leave 2.00% (or less)
Rates outside of these ranges are possible, but should be justified during the validation process.
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APPENDIX 8

Force Account Equipment Summary Record Instructions

Complete the record as follows:

¾ Heading
¾ Applicant Name: Enter your organization’s name.
¾ FIPS #: Enter the computer tracking number that FEMA assigns to your organization.

This is also referred to as your PA-ID number. Your PAC can tell you what it is if you don’t
know it.

¾ Disaster Number: Enter the declaration number for this disaster here.  The PAC can tell
you what it is if you don’t know it.

¾ Project Number: Enter your project number.
¾ Date: Enter the dates for each day the project was worked on.
¾ FEMA Code: Enter the FEMA cost code for the equipment from the Schedule of Equipment

Rates.
¾ Equipment Description: Enter a brief description of the equipment, including the rated

horsepower or capacity of the equipment.  Be sure to include this information if you also use
a trade name or common name to describe the equipment, i.e. Ditch Witch.

¾ Operator: Enter the equipment operator’s name.
¾ Hours Used: Enter the hours the equipment was used on the project.
¾ Cost/Hour: Enter the hourly cost to use the equipment.
¾ Total Cost: Multiply the number of Hours Used block by the number in the Cost/Hour block

and enter the result here.
¾ Total Cost for Force Account Equipment: Add the numbers in the Total Cost blocks and

enter the result here.
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Material Record Summary Instructions

Complete the record as follows:

¾ Heading:
¾ Applicant Name: Enter your organization’s name.
¾ Applicant’s Project Number: Enter the number you have assigned to this project.
¾ FIPS#: Enter the computer tracking number that FEMA assigns to your organization.

Also referred to as your PA-ID number.  Your PAC can tell you what it is if you don’t
know it.

¾ Disaster Number: Enter the declaration number for this disaster here. Your PAC can tell
you what it is if you don’t know it.

¾ Invoice Number: Enter the invoice number.
¾ Date: Enter the date on the invoice.
¾ Vendor: Enter the name of the supplier if the material was bought specifically as a result of

the disaster.
¾ Description: Enter a brief description of the supplies or materials used or purchased.
¾ Invoice Total: Enter the total cost listed on the invoice.
¾ Total Cost for Material: Add the numbers in the Invoice Total block and enter the result

here.
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Rented Equipment Summary Record Instructions

Complete the record as follows:

¾ Heading
¾ Applicant Name: Enter your organization’s name.
¾ FIPS#: Enter the computer tracking number that FEMA assigns to your organization.

Also referred to as your PA-ID number.  Your PAC can tell you what it is if you don’t
know it.

¾ Disaster Number: Enter the declaration number for this disaster here.  Your PAC can
tell you what it is if you don’t know it.

¾ Project Number: Enter your project number.
¾ Date: Enter the dates for each day the project was worked on.
¾ Company: Enter the name of the company that rented or leased the equipment to you.
¾ Equipment Description: Enter a brief description of the equipment that you leased or

rented.
¾ Hours Used: Enter the number of hours that the equipment was used on the project.
¾ Cost/Hour: Enter the hourly rental or lease cost of the equipment.  Indicate if the equipment

was rented on a daily, weekly, or monthly rate, instead of an hourly rate.  Indicate if the
hourly rate was with or without an operator.  NOTE: Determine that the rental rate is fair
and reasonable and has not been raised to an unacceptable rate because of the disaster.

¾ Total Cost: Enter the cost from the renter’s invoice.
¾ Total Cost for Rented Equipment: Add the numbers in the Total Cost blocks and enter the

result here.
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Contract Work Summary Record Instructions

Complete the record as follows:

¾ Heading
¾ Applicant’s Name: Enter your organization’s name.
¾ Applicant’s Project Number: Enter the number you have assigned to this project.
¾ FIPS#: Enter the computer tracking number that FEMA assigns to your organization.

Also referred to as your PA-ID number.  Your PAC can tell you what it is if you don’t
know it.

¾ Disaster Number: Enter the declaration number for this disaster here.  Your PAC can
tell you what it is if you don’t know it.

¾ Invoice Number: Enter the invoice number.
¾ Date: Enter the date on the invoice.
¾ Contractor: Enter the name of the contractor receiving the contract.
¾ Description of Work: Enter a brief description of the work being performed.
¾ Invoice Cost: Enter the total dollar figure listed on the invoice.
¾ Total Cost for Contract Service (includes contract labor): Add the numbers in the Invoice

Cost column and enter the result here.
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URBAN SEARCH AND RESCUE (Task Force 1) 
 
The Ohio EMA will reimburse the Sponsoring Organization of Task Force 1 when activated 
under a Governor’s Proclamation of Emergency.  The Sponsoring Organization will be 
reimbursed 100% of eligible costs, as outlined below: 
 
Labor 
Agency Personnel 
Over/Comp Time costs; including fringes, for deploying personnel and those involved in 
mobilization, support and demobilization.  Eligibility period is Portal-to-Portal time frame, 
including up to 72 hours past deactivation date for rehabilitation activities.  Program Labor 
Form(s) will be submitted as part of Final Claim. 
 
Non-Agency Personnel 
Cost incurred in accordance with use of non-agency members under the Task Force Pay Policy: 
Non-Agency Personnel. Rates will be based on the current AGREEMENT FOR 
REIMBURSEMENT FOR SERVICES; NON-AGENCY PERSONNEL (Appendix 1 to this 
Agreement). (Labor Form). 
 
Lodging/Meals 
Meals and lodging costs for Portal-to-Portal operations, including rehabilitation activities.  
(Materials Form-meals, Contract Form, lodging). 
 
Transportation 
Reasonable costs incurred in transporting personnel or equipment from the Point of Assembly to 
the Point of Departure, including hiring of equipment for this purpose.  The FEMA Schedule of 
Equipment Rates will be utilized when Organization equipment is utilized for this function. 
(Contract Form-external resources, Equipment Form-organizational equipment). 
 
Equipment 
Organizational equipment utilized for S&R activities in the field will be reimbursed under the 
FEMA Schedule of Equipment Rates or a reasonable hourly rate for equipment not listed on the 
FEMA Schedule. (Equipment Form). 
 
Materials 
Supplies and materials consumed during deployment/performance of S&R duties. (Materials 
Form). 
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DEFINITIONS 

 
 
1. CAPITAL PROJECTS - Work involving the repair/replacement of a facility or structure (part of 
 the infrastructure) that meets a need of the general public; examples include bridges, public 
 buildings, public works.  
 
2. CONTRACT WORK - Process of acquiring a private company or individual to complete all or 
 part of  an emergency response or recovery project. 
 
3. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT - The systematic process of determining and appraising the nature 
 and extent of the loss, suffering, and/or harm to a political subdivision resulting from natural or 
 human-made disasters. 
 
4. GOVERNOR’S DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY - A proclamation, signed by the 

Governor, and filed with the Secretary of State, authorizing state resources to assist the named 
political subdivisions in emergency response and recovery.  The Governor will not issue a 
proclamation unless local resources have been utilized and are exhausted.  A separate document 
signals termination of  the period of the emergency. 

 
5. MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT – An agreement between political jurisdictions or agencies to 

provide services across boundaries in the event of an emergency.  The conditions of the 
agreement can be to provide reciprocal services or direct payment for services. 

 
6. PERIOD OF THE STATE OF EMERGENCY - Time between the first date set forth in the chief 

executive officer’s declaration of emergency and the date set forth in the termination of the 
emergency. 

 
7. INFRASTUCTURE - Basic facilities, equipment and contents required to support the services 
 provided by a political subdivision for the benefit of its citizens. 
 
8. INITIAL DAMAGE ASSESSMENT - A general overview of the types of information included 
 in a final, completed damage assessment. 
 
9. POLITICAL SUBDIVISION - A county, township, or municipal corporation in this state.  See, 
 Ohio Revised Code Section 5502.21 (M). 
 
10. PRIVATE NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (PNP) - Any private non-profit educational, 

utility, emergency, irrigation, medical, or custodial care facility, including a facility for the aged 
or disabled, and other facility providing health and safety type services to the general public.  
Further definitions are as follows: 

 
 a. Educational facilities: means classrooms plus related supplies, equipment, machinery and 
  utilities of an educational institution necessary or appropriate for instructional,   
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  administrative, and support purposes, but does not include buildings, structures, and  
  related items used primarily for religious purposes or instruction. 
 
 b. Utility: means buildings, structures, or systems of energy, communication, water supply,  
  sewage collection and treatment, or other similar public service facilities. 
 

c. Emergency facility: means those buildings, structures, equipment, or systems used to 
provide emergency services, such as fire protection, ambulance, or rescue, to the general 
public, including the administrative and support facilities essential to the operation of 
such emergency facilities even if not contiguous. 

 
d. Irrigation: mean water for essential services of a governmental nature to the general 

public, such as fire suppression, generating and supplying electricity and drinking water 
supply, but does not include water for agricultural purposes. 

 
 e. Medical facility: means any hospital, outpatient facility, rehabilitation facility or facility  
  or long term care as such terms are defined in Section 645 of the Public Health Service  
  Act (42 U.S.C. 2910) and any similar facility offering diagnosis or treatment of mental or 
  physical injury or disease, including the administrative and support facilities essential to  
  the operation of such medical facilities even if not contiguous. 
 
 f. Custodial care facility: means those buildings, structures, or systems including those for  
  essential administration and support, which are used to provide institutional care for  
  persons who require close supervision and some physical constraints on their daily  
  activities for their self-protection, but do not require day-to-day medical care. 
 
 g. Other essential governmental services facilities: means facilities such as community  
  center, libraries, homeless shelters, senior citizen centers, shelter workshops, and similar  
  facilities which are open to the general public. 
 
11. RECOVERY - Includes all those activities required and necessary to return an area to its former 
 condition to the extent possible following the occurrence of any hazard or disaster.  See, Ohio 
 Revised Code Section 5502.21 (N). 
 
12. RESPONSE - Includes all those activities that occur subsequent to any hazard or disaster and 
 that provide emergency assistance from the effects of any such hazard or disaster, reduce the 
 probability of further injury, damage, or destruction, and are designed or undertaken to speed 
 recovery operations.  See, Ohio Revised Code Section 5502.21 (O). 
 
13. SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD AREA - Area of land in the floodplain subject to a 1% or greater 
 chance of flooding in a given year - designated by FEMA as Zone A, AE, AH, AO, A1-30, or 
 A99. 
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